Forex Method

The Forex Method and Trading Strategies
That Keep You On The Right Side Of The
Market
"Trade With Confidence Using The Forex
Method and Strategy Our Traders Use To
Make Life-Changing Money "
Armed with discipline and commitment to a trading method, a
trader has a tremendous opportunity to crack the code and trade
forex successfully.The most useful trading set-ups and winning
chart patterns in our ebook,"Guide to Profitable Forex Day Trading"
have been successful day after day.We show you how to find good
forex entry points and exit targets.
From:Rob Moubray and Ken Marshall,Thursday June 1.
Dear Friend,
If you are spending time in trading,you want to get paid for it.
Follow the advice of traders who are already successful. Apply their
tried and tested powerful forex strategies to your trading.To be a
successful forex trader you really do need knowledge and this
ebook has it in spades. Forex prices change quickly at certain times
of the day,particularly when approaching and bouncing off certain
levels. Therefore, it is important to anticipate these levels in order
to maximise profits and minimise losses and use these levels in
conjunction with favorite Japanese Candlestick patterns.
Are you looking for another income stream? Online currency
trading has taken off.The latest figures show that around 90% of
trades in the forex market are day trades.These trades are opened
and closed on the same day. Take advantage of the forex boom.
The kind of money some private traders make in this business is
quite amazing. Also,managed forex funds are seeking traders who
can show them a good track record over 12 to 18 months.
Trading is one of the most competitive professions in the world.A new trader has to
master emotions and technical skills so money is not handed over to very experienced
traders.A wise trader puts their resources into education and training.
You can use the same powerful and precise forex techniques the professional traders
use. The most important thing is to discover how to trade for yourself and not have to
rely on others' advice or signals. See the market accelerate or stop at certain levels
which act as magnets.Don't hesitate to pull the trigger when you see a good setup.
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The CI System has consistently found a very high percentage of successful trades.
Most experts would define a forex trading system as a 100% application of a set of
rules. A trading method would be described as a the application of a set of rules but
with the discretion to adjust trading depending on how market conditions are at the
time. The CI system is therefore a forex trading method or strategy with mechanical
entry rules and exits chosen with discretion. Many experts prefer this approach over a
strictly mechanical system because of increased profitability.The CI System is not
software.You receive atrading manual to use with your free or paid charting service.
Using the methods shown in this ebook will enable experienced traders and beginners
to trade with confidence,decisiveness , discipline,persistence and a positive attitude.
Experienced traders should discard their old set-ups if they don't work consistently.
As well as the CI System, this ebook has additional money-making entry patterns
which have been tried and tested in real time trading. Overall, the ebook provides you
with a very solid affordable forex strategy .The ebook is overflowing with
practical"how to's" of forex day trading.
This business is recession proof.
There are hundreds of methods which can be used to make money trading forex. The
forex market is different to the stock market and the futures market as it reacts
differently to fundamental announcements.What is the difference between someone
who can't make money and a trader who has money coming in every week? The
answer lies in what they know and acting on what they know.
You can secure your income for life but forex trading is a serious job and requires a
lot of commitment. You need confidence,patience, focus and discipline.

■

Save Time
Do you waste hours of your valuable time searching for profitable forex
strategies, forex trading systems or forex training? The sheer number of
methods available is overwhelming.Most traders have to reinvent themselves
when a lot of their trades don't go the way they expected.
Success = 80% your own desire to succeed + 20% technique
The #1 problem you'll face in making good decisions in forex trading is too
much information.There are too many books, tapes, videos, CD's,software
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programs, websites and opinions.
Your most valuable asset is time and if you miss this opportunity, you may
save a few bucks, but you may spend years searching for a trading
methodology that really produces good cash flow consistently. You're leaving
too much money on the table.It's time to trade like a professional trader.
■

It's Proven
The only way to get good at something is to actually do it and keep doing it
until you stop making rookie mistakes and start having confidence that comes
from experience.
The best way to succeed in forex is to find a trading plan that works and copy
it.

Risk is reduced because the method generates a high percentage of successful trades
and the stop loss is rarely touched.
A forex trading method with a high winning percentage is rewarding psychologically,
keeps your morale high and is enjoyable to trade. A string of profits will build your
confidence.
There won't be large drawdowns like the ones found with strictly mechanical
systems. You will look forward the next trading day with anticipation. Profiting on a
consistent basis, day in, day out, is the key to long term success.
You can test the setups, stops and exits on free charts on a free demo account before
risking your money.
This is the kind of currency trading information we wish we had when we started
trading.
The problem is most books on currency trading cover dozens of technical analysis
indicators or discuss macroeconomics. There is too much padding and not enough
focus on what you really need to trade successfully.
But now there's good news! "Guide To Profitable Forex Day Trading" is the quickest
way to master foreign exchange trading.It has everything any forex day trader would
need because you will know why the market moved at certain points on the chart.
"Guide to Profitable Forex Day Trading" brings you WINNING strategies and
tools that experienced traders use. Every technique,tip and tactic we use in our
trading five days a week is revealed.
You will discover how to understand the forex charts like a savvy professional
trader. Discover how to read and anticipate the market.
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You will discover how to spot entry setups early, minimize risk and exit at a
point which optimizes profits. You get practical advice that boosts your
performance to the next level. We can't think of anything else you would need
to make money in forex.
The CI System is a simple accurate method which works consistently and
successfully. To see examples of trades taken using the CI System click on the
"Charts" button.

Charts
Here is what other forex traders say about “Guide To Profitable Forex Day Trading”.

"I am so glad I bought your ebook.I've spent much time and money on foreign exchange
materials,only to find I was frequently on the wrong side of the market and aghast at how
fast it can change.You are obviously experienced traders who know the market's twists
and turns and trade it succesfully.
Your ebook covers ground very quickly ,and in just a sentence sometimes, I've found
answers to questions that I've struggled with for months.The methods,setups and profit
targets that you teach are usable.The setups are happening every day.Many thanks-you've
turned a forex loser into a winner."
J. Anderson France
"Many thanks to you.I have spent $9000-10,000 on systems in the last 2 years.I was
about to give up.I saw your offer and thoughtwhat's another $92? I am making money
now.These setups happen all the time!...brilliant."
Andre Chandler Canada
"Thanks a million for making the information in the e-book available. It really has
revolutionised my approach to trading.I'm sure you get this kind of praise all the time but
of all the trading books I have read,courses I have attended etc... the CI System and the
logic behind it are the only tools I now use when trading forex."
Richard Fitton United Kingdom
"Just to let you know your e-book is excellent. It's worth every penny and more. Thanks,
your e-book is the best I have seen. Wish I had known about it before I spent $5,000 on a
course that didn't make half the sense yours does."
Vincent Chamberlain USA
"I've spent a small fortune on stocks and futures trading books and software, but to put all
this into use in the forex market has been a frustrating experience. Fortunately, I came
across the CI trading method and everything just fell into place. Now I have a solid and
highly profitable trading system that thankfully, has saved me years of trial and error".
S. Trask , Australia.
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Best of all…You will discover forex strategies which are extremely effective
when put into practice correctly. The probabilities will be in your favour
before you actually place the trade.
You will discover which time frames you should focus on and be able to
make better decisions faster.

You will know when it’s too risky to trade.

You will know which rules to follow.

You have to have an edge.

Avoid getting into a trade too late.

Get ready to learn the most critical forex intra day patterns.

Discover how to get in sync with the market.

The advanced practical step by step instructions will lead you along the road
to success. Discover how to spot the start and end of moves before the crowd
does.

You will be able to build a rock solid foundation for your trading and
multiply your money.

How will you benefit? This ebook accelerates the process of becoming a
consistently profitable forex trader with a sustainable trading performance.
Now you can benefit from the thousands of hours we've spent testing methods and
trading the currency market.
With this ebook you will understand what is really going on in each forex chart.
The great thing is you can test the CI System and other techniques in the course on
free forex charts before you start live trading. We show you where to find free charts.
You don't have to risk your money while learning.
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The fact is.. This ebook helps you make money. There you have it.
Any trader knows the value of experience. This is your chance to become a successful
independent trader. Take it!
Here is what you will receive:
Guide to Profitable Forex Day Trading
The CI System a complete foreign exchange day trading system with a very high
percentage of winning trades. This method is part mechanical and part visual.
A forex course with winning patterns and methods required to spot additional trades
and stay out of trades which go nowhere or backwards.
The diagrams and real time charts which illustrate each winning pattern.
The ebook comes in two parts, part 1 with 47 pages and part 2 with 38 pages.
This ebook has been created in PDF format.
So order your copy of "Guide to Profitable Forex Day Trading" right now online
through our secure server.
Okay -So What's The Price For this Incredible Resource?.We thought long and
hard about delivering this exclusive information only as as part of a high -priced
forex seminar. But instead of going to all the trouble, we settled on an ebook as a
convenient way to deliver this information.
That's why the entire ebook package is only US$92.
Claim your copy now through our Secure Server, and get instant access!
Click Here Now to claim your copy through ClickBank
Credit Card or PayPal Payment

If you have any problems paying through ClickBank please contact us at
Contact Us
So stop struggling. Download the ebook now.
PS: The cost of this ebook may be 100% tax deductible as a business training
expense.
8 week 100% Money Back Guarantee. No questions asked.
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Try it. Test it. If you aren't completely satisfied with our ebook at any time within 8
weeks of purchase we'll give you your money back if you ask for it. Why would we
offer such a lopsided guarantee in your favour? It is because we are not really worried
about refunds as we've seen how profitable and powerful the CI System is and we use
it and we want you to succeed.
Simply click on the "Click Here Now" link above and you will immediately be
connected to our secure server to make your payment with Visa, MasterCard,
American Express, Discover,Bravo,Carte Blanche,Diners Club,EuroCard,JCB,
MasterDebit,Novus ,VisaDebit or PayPal. The 128 – bit encryption technology used
ensures the security of your private information. We guarantee it.
You've probably read about seminars,courses or systems that cost up to $5,000.
Why pay thousands of dollars when you can get so much here for a fraction of
the price others are charging? Why pay for expensive forex signals when you
can generate your own signals? Also, save yourself thousands of dollars
(typically) along the way.You don't need to be a trailblazer in the information
jungle.
For a mere $92, you're getting the answers you need. Now, you can only get this
product from us. It's not available in libraries or anywhere else on the net. Just
imagine being able to get these answers downloaded to you right away.
Wishing you great success. Warmly,
Rob Moubray and Ken Marshall
P.S. You'll be amazed at how simple and easy it is to start trading forex with
consistent results using forex setups we trade ourselves on live accounts .
Disclaimer
US Government Required Dislaimer-Forex and futures trading has large potential
rewards, but also large potential risk. You must be aware of the risks and be willing
to accept them in order to invest in the forex markets. Don't trade with money you
can't afford to lose. This website is neither a solicitation nor an offer to Buy/Sell
Forex or Futures . No representation is being made that any account will or is likely
to achieve profits or losses similar to those discussed on this website. The past
performance of any trading system or methodology is not necessarily indicative of
future results.
CFTC RULE 4.41 - HYPOTHETICAL OR SIMULATED PERFORMANCE
RESULTS HAVE CERTAIN LIMITATIONS. UNLIKE AN ACTUAL
PERFORMANCE RECORD, SIMULATED RESULTS DO NOT REPRESENT
ACTUAL TRADING. ALSO, SINCE THE TRADES HAVE NOT BEEN
EXECUTED, THE RESULTS MAY HAVE UNDER-OR-OVER COMPENSATED
FOR THE IMPACT, IF ANY, OF CERTAIN MARKET FACTORS, SUCH AS
LACK OF LIQUIDITY. SIMULATED TRADING PROGRAMS IN GENERAL
ARE ALSO SUBJECT TO THE FACT THAT THEY ARE DESIGNED WITH THE
BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT
ANY ACCOUNT WILL OR IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE PROFIT OR LOSSES
SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN.
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Privacy Policy - your privacy is very important to us.Your email address will not be
sold or shared.
Copyright ©2003-2006 Forex Systems Research Company.
Fax 1-419-7352359
All Rights Reserved

Forex Trading Systems,Online Trading Strategies And Techniques
Forex trade examples.These charts show some previous trades from the CI
System
Forex Trade of The Week
Forex Trade of The Week . A new forex chart is posted every week to
illustrate the best forex trade pinpointed by the CI System during the
week.
Mini Forex Account
Mini Forex Account Information
Forex Systems Affiliates
Forex Systems Affiliates
Links
Trading websites
Forex News
Forex News-where to find it. A summary of forex news providers.
Why Trade Forex
A summary of the advantages of trading forex.
Best Times To Trade Forex
Best Time to Trade Forex
Forex Forums
Useful Forex Forums
Forex Economic Calendars
Forex Economic Calendars, forex economic data release calendars for forex
traders
Pivot Calculator
Pivot Calculator
Contact
Primary Contact Form
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Fibonacci for Forex Trading
Learn how to use fibonacci ratios to find safe profitable entries, profit
objectives and stop losses in the forex market.
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